
DarkSpace is coming to Conscripts! Don’t be caught
unawares
The era of NFT gaming and play2earn is in its prime and Conscript is taking an evolutionary
step by bringing these games to one place. The roadmap is set, Conscript is moving fast to
prepare gamers for an unseen-before gaming experience.

For the first time in GameFi, there is one place to go for all your favorite NFT games.

The vision of Conscript is gradually dawning, and Darkspace is one of the NFT games coming
to tap into this potential.

In this article, Darkspace will be unboxed! From off-earth galaxy experience tailor-made for
gamers to its earning potential.

About DarkSpace: A thrilling war experience at your finger tips

Darkspace is a massively multiplayer online strategy game that allows war-thrilled gamers to
build a colony starting with a planet. Then gradually capturing and occupying other planet
colonies while armed with sophisticated state-of-the-art war technology.

But how can you win a battle armed with a poor and empty planet?

To conquer another planet, you need to develop your own planet, research the latest war outfit
and arm yourself with the best warships, the most lethal ballistic missiles, and whatever
weaponry it takes to make ruins of your enemy.

It’s daring to grow offensive, but it takes wisdom to build and install an impenetrable defensive
colony against enemies hovering all around. This is why Darkspace is not just for gamers, think
of Generals and war veterans.

Everything is hosted on the galaxies, and the strongest colony rules the dark space. Alliance is
allowed, temporary or otherwise, but there is one permanent ambition- to be the emperor of the
galaxy.

Gamers can merge forces to pull down a common enemy colony, loot its resources and brace
up for the next battle.

Darkspace serves you a close-to-reality war experience found only in sci-fi.
Sharpen your wits, get prepared to hit and to be hit by the fiercest army colony the dark space
has ever seen as you get submerged into the heat of battle the galaxy is known for.



Earning potential for gamers

In Darkspace, virtually everything is made of NFTs, from your BEP-721 planet to war gadgets
and spaceships. This offers gamers unique and transparent ownership of their in-game items.

Gamers can trade these items in the Conscript NFT marketplace and earn real crypto tokens.

Nothing goes unrewarded in Darkspace, from successful raids, completed missions, and
tournaments. They all attract a share of crypto tokens to gamers.

About Conscripts: One house full of crypto games

From Axie Infinity to Metalands, through CryptoBlades to Darkspace, the concept of play2earn
is the new wave in GameFi.

With new projects springing up every day in the gaming arena, wrapping your head around it all
is becoming difficult.

These gaming projects are all enticing, creating an avenue for gamers to enjoy an old gaming
experience in a new world and earn on the go.

However, there has never been a single house full of crypto games where gamers can unite,
earn $CONZ and make new friends.

This is what we are doing at Conscript. We are bringing all your favorite crypto games to one
house; you play, earn, and discover new friends right from your pajamas.

There is more on Conscript than a decentralized gaming platform.

While it offers you a variety of NFT games from one place, you can also multiply your money by
staking it. This is a smart way of making more money. Instead of leaving your $CONZ to lie
lazily in your wallet, you can stake it into the liquidity pool for a juicy APY.

Furthermore, you can trade your in-game items, territories, and avatar skins in the NFT
marketplace and get real $CONZ.

Final thoughts

GameFi is the rebirth of the gaming world. Thanks to the blockchain, game lovers now have the
power to monetize their passion in the ever-bustling crypto economy.



However, Conscript took this gaming economy a step further by bringing the games to one
place, a bit of gaming galore, a house of fun, to get rich and enjoy an unending gaming
experience spiced with diversity.

Darkspace is now deployed and running on Conscripts. Tomorrow is another day for a new
game, as we work hard to make all your gaming efforts count.

Stay gaming!


